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1. The significance, innovation and purpose of the thesis 

The dissertation examines language using strategies of the Vlah Roma community in 

Hodász in an interdisciplinary method, concerning disciplinary areas such as sociolinguistics, 

anthropology, anthropological linguistics, language rights, language politics, language 

planning, theory of translation, pragmatics, semantics, pedagogy and didactics. The reason for 

that is the complexity and multi-variety of the problem itself. The thesis formulates its 

conclusions in a holistic way, on the other hand it considers the local characteristics, as well. It 

strives for showing and analysing the language use and language ideologies of a Roma 

bilingual community (Hodász).  It is unique in the aspect that the interviews recorded and 

written during a great fieldwork are reported not only in Hungarian but also in the mother 

tongue of the local community (Cerhari). Its consequences are drawn not from Hungarian 

translations but from texts in mother tongue. Besides that it shows the attitudes of the 

educators and teachers working in the public educational institutions in Hodász and in the 

neighbouring village (Kántorjánosi) examining the most important aspects of Romani-

Hungarian bilingualism. In parallel with this it reviews the opinions and attitudes of the 

Romani-Hungarian learners learning in these institutions. It shows how the relationship 

between teachers and pupils changes when the teacher uses Romani language during the 

education. The Romani-Hungarian educator’s and teacher’s dictionary, made by the author, 

offers help in that. 

 

2. Theoretical frames of the thesis 

First the researches of Réger Zita (eg.: 1974; 1990; 2001) and her followers (eg. Derdák-Varga 

1996; Szalai 1999; Gúti 2001; Bartha 2002; Nemesné 2008; Bartha 2015; Heltai 2015) call 

attention to the fact that the language otherness – or the other language – which influences the 

Roma children’s learning difficulties isn’t considered at all or at least not in a sufficient way 

during the education.  Its main reason is that students in teacher training don’t get enough 

information about Romani-Hungarian bilingualism.  

The visual appearance of a language can affect the whole language, can direct to 

complex social problems and connections (Rodrigue-Bourhis 1997; Scollon-Wong Scollon 

2003; Shohamy Gorter 2009; Blommaert 2012). Gipsy languages stand on the last place in the 

visual appearing line of minority languages in the Carpathian Basin. A lot of researchers (Heltai 

2015; Bartha 2015) state that the Romani-Hungarian bilingualism is invisible for the majority 

society and for the school, too.  

The quality of teacher-learner relationship basically determines the learner’s approach 

to the learning process. The purpose of education cannot be else but educating “open-minded, 

thoughtful and brave, self-reflexive, autonomous individuals”. The guarantee to achieve this 
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cannot be else but those teachers who are willing to destroy their limits, who are open-minded, 

brave, self-reflexive and autonomous (Virágh 2011).  

A study (1984) points out that the teacher’s instructions given in the learner’s mother 

tongue conduce the learning process, decrease the child’s negative feelings towards the second 

language and help the learner’s positive self-determination. The pupil will be more motivated 

in learning and will improve intellectually better. According to Cardenas this didactic method 

used to be criticized because of the existence of the ethnic and racial discrimination. He states 

that the mother tongue instructions are the best solutions for bilingual pupils concerning their 

language learning and educational improvement.  

A research made in the United Kingdom examined whether the fact – that teachers broke away 

from monolingual education and they are flexible to teach bilingually instead (Crees-

Blackledge 2010) – supports the education of bilingual pupils in the Chinese and Gujarati 

communities. The study confirms that monolingual instructions set back the learning process 

while bilingual or even multilingual instructions promote it. Moreover its language 

ecological advantage was also proved. 

According to Kim Lee (2016) the strong teacher-learner relationship has got 4 basic criteria: 

(1) consequent and balanced communication, (2) emotionally safe educational environment, (3) 

interrelated respect, trust and feedback and (4) justice. In the case of bilingual Roma children 

this consequent and balanced communication was guaranteed by the use of the mother tongue 

instructions according to the research results. The teacher speaking in the children’s mother 

tongue created an emotionally safe educational environment and gained the learner’s trust. 

More studies (eg. Hasimato 2013; Levitan 2015; Friehs 2016) made in the US said that if we 

don’t accept and guarantee the active and continuous bilingualism in the lesson for bilingual 

pupils, we limit the language diversity of the different people’s living in the same country. 

Bilingual children feel themselves as outsiders in a monolingual lesson, however, if the teacher 

instructs the children in their mother tongue the children’s self-confidence will grow, and they 

will feel themselves clever as they can speak more languages.  

Heltai and his colleagues (2017) – using the so called translingual method in Tiszavasvári – 

report that the appearance of the Romani language at school in the lesson makes the pupils 

open and they enjoy the lesson more.  
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3. Structure and methodology of the thesis 

In the first chapter I present a wide problem issue in connection with the Romani language. 

I review the possible meanings of the Gipsy/Roma terms, the importance of self-determinations 

and self-denominations deriving from these terms, focusing especially on the Romani language 

as an identification determining factor.  

I draw the demographic data of Hungarian Roma people, pointing on the fact that among the 

Hungarian minorities Roma people have got the worst markers concerning the education.  

Next I discuss the diversity and un-standardisation of the Romani language both in international 

and domestic levels. 

Through the international and domestic law regulations I point out the deficiency and 

sometimes insufficiency of the Roma ethnic higher education, highlighting the language 

aspects, and the problematic issue of input and output conditions. I underline the fact that there 

are not enough kindergarten teachers, primary school teachers and teachers speaking well 

Romani who could teach this language either in a minority kindergarten or school.  

Closing this chapter I show problems originated in the deficiency of the Roma community’s 

cultural institutions, highlighting that there is a lack of human resources, school-books and 

other materials. So if there are not enough Romani speaking teachers, school-books, own 

institutions, how could we provide a real solution – beyond the theory – locally, together with 

local people, helping the teachers locally in making better the situation of the bilingual Roma 

children living there. What could be a factual practice helping the life of people – first of all – 

of school children living there? 

 In the second chapter I present from the two researches – as the basis of this 

dissertation – the one which was made in a homogeneous Roma community in Hodász, with 

the help of 60 sociolinguistic interviews in their own language. This was followed by lots of 

additional studies. I show the antecedents, the method, the location of the research, tools of 

material collection, choosing the informants, and its circumstances. After that I discuss the 

difficulties of Romani (Cerhari) translation of the sociolinguistic interviews. This difficulties 

initiated – related to the Romani language surely – a newly applied method, which I labelled as 

“Dikh má” Method (DIrekt elKövetett Hibák MódszertanA = Method of intentionally 

committed faults). The substance of this method is that I translated some words, terms (brother, 

sister, Roma, Gipsy etc.) false on purpose in the written texts of the questionnaire, since I had 

a hypothesis that the meaning of them is more nuanced in the Romani language as it is in 

Hungarian. I expected from the method that this difference will be demonstrated in the answers 
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of the informants exactly and that it will implicate the attitudes connected to the languages 

choice on the different formal and informal scenes.  

I review the advance results of the community language use originated in the use of the different 

terms and the language using strategies connecting to people and scenes. In a longer subsection 

I present the religious scenes – giving a special character to the Roma community of Hodász – 

as language scenes, included the question in an identity study. I study whether the confessional 

or the ethnic identity is the more dominant factor. In this chapter a question, a hypothesis 

became clear that says: “Roma people speak Romani to Roma people”. That means that 

the use of Romani language depends first of all on the person and less on the scene. To 

prove this statement I present the results of three more supplementary researches, which were 

made with Roma intellectuals from Hodász, not Roma people from Hodász, and with greek 

catholic priests. 

 In the third chapter I examine the attitude of the Roma people in Hodász to 

education, to the bilingual education in a legal and sociolinguistic aspect. I point on the fact 

that however, the attitudes are very positive towards the bilingual education, in the reality no 

one knows about his minority/ethnic rights in detail, because people were not informed about 

them. This gives us a help for going over to the second main research of the dissertation.  

 In the fourth chapter I show a research made in three kindergartens of the two 

settlements (Hodász and Kántorjánosi) reflecting on the relevant advance results of the 

sociolinguistic questionnaire. In this I compare the attitudes, opinions and views of the Roma 

people about the bilingual education with the attitudes of the kindergarten educators and 

institution leaders. I formulate the identical and different opinions of the Roma people and the 

educators in certain questions.  

 In the fifth and at the same time last chapter I present the school research made on 

more levels realizing the previous results. I review the outcomes of the teacher-pupil 

questionnaires, my experiences in observing at schools and my notes. In parallel with that I 

show – with the help of 13, video recorded and written noted lessons – which function(s) has 

the Romani language in school lessons. I produced – as an effect of the researches above – a 

unique Romani (Cerhari)-Hungarian teacher’s dictionary. The dictionary consists of five parts: 

1. General introduction to the Romani language; 2. Greetings; 3. Forty general discipline 

instruction (“Switch off your mobile!”; “You’ll sit somewhere else!”); 4. More than seventy 

teacher’s instructions for exercises in lessons (e.g. “Open your books!”; “What can you see in 

the picture?”; “Match the pairs!”); 5. Thematic chapter (includes words, expressions which can 
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be used easily in interactions outside the school lessons, like numbers, parts of the human body, 

family, colours).  

In this chapter I present the subject of the dictionary, and its pedagogic-didactic significance. I 

describe how teachers received the dictionary. 20 teachers and educators tested the dictionary 

in three primary schools (Hodász, Kántorjánosi, Nyírbogát) and two kindergartens (Hodász, 

Kántorjánosi) in 2017/18, which exceeded all expectations. In this chapter I put down and 

review the positive outcomes of this language research and its further application possibilities. 

At the end of the dissertation I sum up the main results of it, and I formulate my perspectives. 

 

4. Survey and evaluation of the outcomes  

The theoretical frame and the applied method made it possible to construct the next connection 

system: 

 For the Roma community of Hodász the meaning of the words romá (Roma people) and 

phral (brother) presumes a wide family community. The own classification in the community 

depends on being born there and belonging to the community. Being born in a homogenous 

community presumes the knowledge of the language. The closed familiar community 

relation projects the language use in the certain formal and informal scenes. In the 

informants’ attitudes the question of language choice depends on the person’s descent. They 

speak to Hungarian and Romungro people in Hungarian, while without reference to the scene 

– among each other – the language of the discourse is Romani.  

“Patyiv” and “kris” are connecting border definitions; in most cases they mean ‘habit’, 

‘tradition’, ‘etiquette’, namely an unwritten rule system, which determines the behavioural 

norms of the Roma community on each level of life, so the language use with each other in 

the community, as well. That means that it is an expected tradition, a habit, it is appropriate that 

Roma people speak Romani to Roma people.  

Roma children follow the special language choice strategy coming from the requirements of 

“kris” and “patyiv”, which is part of the Romani language socialization process. It follows 

that Roma children speak to each other Romani in the kindergartens and schools.  

The main characteristic of defining the Roma identity is the Romani language, itself. The only 

guarantee for its subsistence – because of the lack of schools, school books etc. – is the language 

use. The attitude of belonging to the community and the attitude of Romani language use 

originated from that, results in a steady Romani language use in the community of Hodász. 
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The Vlah Roma people in Hodász have a very positive approach to the idea of bilingual 

Romani-Hungarian education. In this connection they mark three areas: 1. The fact that the 

Hungarian language knowledge of Roma children is unsatisfying and deficient. 2. The 

putative/real restraint of Romani language on the part of the educational institutes. 3. The 

Romani language makes strange environment more familiar. This three mentioned segments 

presume that if at school children can speak Romani, it would be possible to move in direction 

of the Romani-Hungarian bilingual education.  

 In focus of the kindergarten research – realized in three kindergartens – is the attitude 

of the kindergarten teachers and carers in connection to the Romani-Hungarian bilingualism. 

Educators working here reported on their difficulties caused by the fact that Roma children 

speak dominantly Romani, and that their vocabulary is poorer and different from the 

vocabulary of not Roma children. However, they are aware of the fact that it’s difficult for 

Roma children, too, that educators in kindergartens use the Hungarian language 

primarily. To avoid the problem all the three kindergartens employ one or more native 

speaker kindergarten teachers or carers. Its purpose is to help the fluent communication 

especially in the initial period and – later, during the kindergarten years – to make the 

institutional atmosphere more familiar. In one of the kindergartens by the time of the study 

there were 4 Hungarian speaking kindergarten teachers having Lovari language exam. 5 more 

kindergarten teachers are planning to learn Romani in the near future, with the aim of being 

able to apply it in their work. In a couple of years 60% of the 26 kindergarten teachers and 

carers will speak Romani probably at a good level and they would like to use this knowledge 

in the kindergarten education, too.  

 The community requirement – formulated in sociolinguistic interviews carried out with 

the Vlah Roma community – that Roma people speak Romani to Roma people, appeared at 

school, even in the lessons, too. At the same time the class door appears as a barrier in the 

bilingual Roma children’s mind in the examined educational institutions, and the Romani 

language dominance observed in the breaks becomes a stigmatized language while entering the 

class. Main function of the stigmatized language in the class is not the spontaneity which 

determines the discourse itself, but the delusion of the teacher, gaining asset and prompting. 

At the same time it’s the language of the exercise solving during pair works. Teachers, since 

they don’t speak Romani, tolerate the presence of the Romani passively.  

Teachers see in the background of the Roma children’s relatively bad efficiency in learning a 

complex set of problems. A part of that is the dominant Romani language use of the pupils. 

Nearly 80% of the educators working in the examined institutions had never got any training 
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during their time at university about the theme of Romani-Hungarian bilingualism. It is also a 

new attitude that the demand on the acquirement of the Romani language on different 

levels at a relatively significant part of the educators (75%) appeared, with the aim of using 

it in their work. 

However, a couple of educators formulated that they would like to learn the Romani language 

narrowly, but a significant part of them thinks that the learning of only several Romani words, 

expressions can be achieved realistically. Based on these results in spring of 2017 I created a 

Romani-Hungarian dictionary, which includes more than 110 teacher’s instructions, as well. 

The Romani words, expressions and teacher’s instructions in this dictionary were applied by 

20 educators of 5 institutions (3 primary schools and 2 kindergartens) in their work in the 

school year of 2017/2018.  

- The general part of the dictionary helped the educator to achieve a positive picture 

about bilingualism and/or to gain information.  

- By the use of Romani expressions the Romani language got a greater prestige at the 

Roma learners, too. A mutual dialogue can start between the members of the local 

community and the educators. 

- A more direct relation evolved between the pupils and the teachers. 

- Several teachers feel like learning the Romani language. 

- By using the language in a formal scene, or if it is preferred in an elevated form, the 

teacher made the use of Romani language legitimate in certain circumstances.  

In the dissertation it became clear that the attitude of the Vlah Roma community in Hodász is 

very positive regarding the Romani-Hungarian education.  

Teachers have a very positive attitude to the same question, since they experience the active 

presence of the Romani language at the school, in the lessons. A lot of them are ready to learn 

the Romani, as well, however, characteristically they see   the learning of a couple of words or 

expressions realistic. By having used the expressions and instructions of the teacher’s dictionary 

Roma children became more open-minded, they enjoyed the lessons more and they show more 

interest in it. Teachers worked up a closer relationship of trust to their pupils. This had in many 

cases a positive effect on the Roma children’s achievement at school.  

Beside the enlargement of the words, expressions and teacher’s instructions in the dictionary 

we have to ensure the circumstances of the possibility to become acquainted with the language 

spoken by the local community – narrowly, for the interested teachers. This would open the 

door for moving in the direction of the Romani-Hungarian bilingual education on this field. 
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